
Write the meaning of each metaphor.

Example: Life is a roller coaster.

Just as a roller coaster sometimes goes up and sometimes

down, life has its share of joys and sorrows.

1) The camel is the ship of the desert.

2) The Sun is a red-hot balloon.

3) People remember Mr. John as the !re"y in their dark.

4) The polar bear is a huge cotton ball.

5) Linda is drowning in a sea of grief.

6) Tony is a bookworm.
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Write the meaning of each metaphor.

Example: Life is a roller coaster.

Just as a roller coaster sometimes goes up and sometimes

down, life has its share of joys and sorrows.

1) The camel is the ship of the desert.

Camels are as widely used in the desert for transportation as is a ship 

2) The Sun is a red-hot balloon.

Watched from Earth, the Sun appears to be as colorful and vibrant as

a red-colored hot balloon.

3) People remember Mr. John as the !re"y in their dark.

Mr. John helped solve their problems, as a !re"y would give them light

in the dark.

4) The polar bear is a huge cotton ball.

The polar bear's soft, white and "u#y fur makes it look like a big

cotton ball.

5) Linda is drowning in a sea of grief.

Linda is a#ected by grief so much so that it feels like she's being

pulled underwater.

6) Tony is a bookworm.

Just as worms inhabit a place and don't easily leave, Tony spends

most of the time reading books.
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